Ring Hoop Earrings by Michelle Owens

Supplies:
- 2mm Braided Cotton Bolo Cord
- Chain
- Ear Wires
- Jump Rings
- Straight Razor
- Chain Nose Pliers
- Adhesive

Steps:
1- Cut two 5 inch pieces of 2mm Braided Cotton Bolo Cord
2- Using a straight razor, angle cut each side as pictured. Make sure to angle cut the top of one side and the bottom of the other.
3- Add a small amount of adhesive to one side.
4- Join both cut ends together forming a circle.
5- Cut three pieces of chain to about 1 inch.
6- Open all three jump rings.
7- Place all chain on one jump ring
8- Attach one jump ring on Braided Cotton Bolo Cord Ring
9- Attach third jump ring to ear wires
10- Connect all three jump rings together as shown.

Repeat steps 1 through 10 for second earring.

Make it your own by adding some flair or one of the following ideas from our Idea Station:
- Use your favorite leather to create rings using the above first 4 steps.
- For an additional pop of color add Vintaj patina paint to cord, charms and/or chain (as pictured below)
- Link multiple rings together to create a unique chain, pendant or bracelet
- Place Dakota Stones Large Hole Gem Stones or your favorite 2.2mm+ inside diameter bead to the cord, prior to gluing, for a bit of a fun look (as pictured on Round Leather Cord).